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Southwestern Energy Company
10000 Energy Drive
Spring, TX 77389-4954			
832.796.4700

Adjusted Diluted (Loss) Earnings Per Share

2017
$ 1.63

Diluted (loss) earnings per share
Add back:
Participating securities–mandatory convertible preferred stock		
Impairment of natural gas and oil properties		
Restructuring and other one-time charges		
Gain on sale of assets, net
Loss on early extinguishment of debt and other bank fees		
Transaction costs		
Legal settlements
(Gain) loss on certain derivatives		
Loss on foreign currency adjustment
Adjustments due to inventory valuation and other		
Adjustments due to discrete tax items
Tax impact on adjustments
Adjusted diluted earnings (loss) per share
$

2016
$ (6.32 )

2015
$ (12.25)

$

2014
2.62

$

2013
2.00

0.18		--		
(0.03		--		-)
--		
5.33		
18.26		--		---		
0.20		
0.01		--		-)
)
(0.01		--		
(0.74		--		-0.15		
0.13		
--		--		---		--		
0.14		
0.01		-0.01		--		--		--		-)
(0.90		
0.86		
0.41		
(0.37		
(0.06 )
)
0.01		--		--		--		---		
0.01		
0.08		--		-(0.91		
2.25		
1.27		
(0.13		
0.04
)
)
0.28		
(2.47		
(6.96		
0.14		
0.02
)
)
0.44
$ (0.01)
$ 0.19
$ 2.27
$ 2.00
Net Cash Flow (in millions)

2015
2014
2013
momentum
Net cash provided by operating activities
$ 1,580
$ 2,335
$ 1,909
Add back:
Changes in operating assets and liabilities		
41		
99		
(112		
(65		
76
)
)
Restructuring charges		
--		
48		
--		--		-Net cash flow
$ 1,138
$ 645
$ 1,468
$ 2,270
$ 1,985

p=mv

2017
$ 1,097

2016
$ 498

2017
$ 1,046

2016
$ (2,643 )

Adjusted
massEBITDA (in millions)
velocity

2015
2014
2013
Net income (loss)
$ (4,556 )
$ 924
$ 704
Add back:
Depreciation, depletion and amortization		 504		
2,757		
8,041		
942		
787
Gain on sale of assets, net		
(4		
(3		
(283		
--		-)
)
)
Adjustments due to inventory valuation and other		
(2		
3		
32		--		-)
Non-cash stock-based compensation		
28		35		31		23		16
)
(Gain) loss on certain derivatives		 (451		
373		
155		
(130		
(21)
)
Restructuring and other one-time charges		
--		
89		
--		--		-Legal settlements		
5		--		--		--		-Loss on foreign currency adjustment		
6		--		--		--		-Loss on early extinguishment of debt and other bank fees		
73		
51		
--		--		-Net interest expense		 135		88		56		59		42
)
Provision (benefit) for income taxes		
(93		
(29		
(2,005		
525		
486
)
)
Adjusted EBITDA
$ 1,247
$ 721
$ 1,471
$ 2,343
$ 2,014

MOMENTUM

At Southwestern Energy, we are
further building our momentum in growing
long-term shareholder value.

We accelerate value through operational, technical, commercial,
Net Debt
marketing and financial excellence, applying these
skills to our vast asset
2017
2016
2015
base
environment.
Total
debt to compete and win in a volatile
$ 4,391commodity
$ 4,653
$ 4,705
(in millions)

Subtract:
)
)
Cash and cash equivalents		 (916		(1,423		
(15)
Net debt
$ 3,475
$ 3,230
$ 4,690

Dear Fellow
Shareholders

“ We have met
the challenge
to re-invent
ourselves

to prosper even in
an extended period
of lower prices,
and we have taken
dramatic steps
to strengthen our
balance sheet and
expand margins.”

In 2017, we made significant progress in
repositioning Southwestern Energy as we
continued to execute our three-phase strategy
to generate the highest returns for our
shareholders. The Company’s operating
and financial results for 2017 demonstrate
the quality and depth of our asset base,
our technical and operational excellence,
our drive to increase margins and our
strict returns-focused financial discipline.
Southwestern Energy’s core tenets of a
strong balance sheet, competitive margins,
high-return inventory and delivering top
quartile performance defines our mission,
while valuing all people, operating safely and
environmentally responsibly defines our
culture. The steps we are taking will enable us
to better compete and win in today’s lower and
more volatile commodity price environment.
Delivering Results

In 2017, we achieved every objective
identified in our guidance, confirming the
capabilities of our people, our ability to
capture opportunities across the company
and our discipline and consistency in
delivering on our commitments. We recorded
$1.1 billion in cash flow, production levels of
897 Bcfe and a record level of proved reserves
of 14.8 Tcfe, all above our 2016 results.
We improved financial flexibility and
proactively reduced commodity risk through
our multi-year hedging program in order
to protect the cash flow that funded our capital
program. We preserved liquidity and replaced
near-term debt with new longer-dated maturity
bonds, leaving no significant bond maturities
prior to 2022. At year-end, SWN’s Net Debt/
EBITDA ratio was 2.8, a 38% improvement
from 2016, and another step toward our
planned goal of 2.0 or under.
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Operating Efficiently

Our strong 2017 results indicate
our ability to drive significant
operating efficiencies. During the
year, we reduced cycle time,
optimized drilling performance and
drilled longer laterals. These actions
demonstrate our strength as a leading
shale operator and resulted in a
material uplift in well performance.
We continue to identify
opportunities to expand margins
and increase efficiency across the
portfolio, further enhancing the
value of our inventory. In 2017,
we did this in part by reducing
costs through renegotiating
long-term transportation contracts
and processing agreements, and
increasing production of
high-value natural gas liquids.
Driving Returns- Focused Growth

We once again improved capital
efficiency by allocating capital to our
highest return and continuously
improving projects in Appalachia.
As a result, we drove production
growth by 16% in 2017 and
increased reserves to 11.1 Tcfe in
Appalachia. To put this in
perspective, 11.1 Tcfe of Appalachia
reserves at an SEC price of $2.98 per
MMBtu compares to only 5.5 Tcfe
just over three years ago when natural
gas prices were much higher at
$4.35 SEC price per MMBtu. In
other words, we doubled our reserve
base in the Appalachia Basin despite
a $1.37 per MMBtu decrease in
price, further reinforcing the basin’s
economic resiliency and our team’s
ability to transform the portfolio
to compete in a lower commodity
price environment. Success
of this magnitude proved the

differentiating value of our
vertically-integrated drilling and
completion teams, and the application
of recommendations from our team
of technology experts within SWN
Advance. Importantly, our teams
operated safely, marking 2017 as the
lowest incident rate in our company’s
history, our safest year yet.
Decisive actions and next steps

Building on our momentum
from 2017, our leadership team
and exceptional workforce are
successfully navigating the future.
Our rigorous and disciplined
approach to capital investment, fully
funded by cash flow, continues to
drive growth across our high-quality
assets, primarily in Appalachia. The
strong depth and breadth in our
Appalachia portfolio, along with our
significant growth opportunities in
this leading high-value gas and liquid
rich basin, have positioned the
Company to confidently take the next
step forward. To that end, we recently
announced several strategic actions to
reposition the Company and deliver
sustainable, value-driven growth and
greater returns for our shareholders,
all while reinforcing our commitment
to disciplined returns-focused
capital investing. We are actively:
• Pursuing strategic alternatives for
the Fayetteville Shale E&P and related
midstream gathering assets;
• Identifying and implementing
structural, process and organizational
changes to further reduce costs; and
• Developing plans to use the funds
realized from the foregoing to
reduce debt, supplement Appalachia
development capital, potentially
return capital to shareholders and
for general corporate purposes.

Looking Ahead

We enter 2018 with a clear plan to
position SWN to deliver long-term
value for all shareholders. We made
significant progress in 2017 through
decades of experience, underpinned
by the power of our culture. We
remain focused on executing our
strategy, including delivering on all
commitments, and are confident
in further strengthening our role as
a leader in the US energy industry.
I want to personally thank all of our
valued employees, all of whom are
contributing to our core mission.
Their efforts prove that our Formula,
our “One Team” safety culture,
and the work we do together is the
foundation for our progress and
the key to our future success.
On behalf of SWN, our board of
directors and all of our employees,
we sincerely thank you for your
continued investment and support.
Sincerely,

Bill Way,
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Financial Highlights
Average Realized Gas Price ($/Mcf)
’13

$3.65

’14

$3.72

’15

$2.37

$1.64

’16

’17

$2.19

Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities (in Millions)
’13

$1,909

’14

$2,335

Capital Investments (in Millions)

$2,235

’13

’16

$498

’17

$1,097

$2,437

’16

$648

’17

$1,293

(1)

$7,447

’14

$1,580

’15

’15

Diluted (Loss) Earnings Per Share
’13

$2.00

$2.62

’14

$(12.25)

’15

Adjusted Diluted (Loss) Earnings Per Share
’13

$2.00

’14

$2.27

Adjusted EBITDA (in Millions)
’13
2017 Proved
Developed
Finding
& Development
Cost–
$0.72/Mcfe (4)

$2,014

’14

$1.63

’17

$0.44

(2)

$0.19

’16

$(0.01)

$1,471

’16

$721

’15

’17

$(6.32)

’16

(2)

$2,343

’15

’17

$1,247

Production (Bcfe)
’13

657

’14

768

’15

976

’16

875

’17

897

Reserves (Bcfe)
’13

6,976

’14

10,747

’15

6,215

Production Costs ($/Mcfe)
’13

0.96

’14

1.02

’16

5,253

’17

14,775

(3)

’15

1.02

’16

0.97

’17

1.00

Footnotes (1) Includes acquisition costs and post-closing adjustments for the Appalachia transactions that closed in
December 2014 and January 2015 of $609 million in 2015 and $5,007 million in 2014. (2) For the Company’s reconciliation of
adjusted diluted (loss) earnings per share and adjusted EBITDA to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, see “Non-GAAP
Reconciliations” on the inside back cover. (3) Production cost per Mcfe includes lease operating expenses and production taxes.
(4) Proved developed finding and development cost are computed by dividing exploration and development capital costs
incurred, excluding capitalized interest and expenses by PD reserve additions and proved undeveloped conversions.
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FINANCIAL

Strength & Discipline
We are committed to proactively managing
our balance sheet and financial risks.

We budget to invest only in projects that are estimated to generate
returns in excess of our rigorous economic hurdles based on strip pricing.
We budget our capital investments utilizing only funds from our net cash flow
and protect our projected cash flows and returns through our
rolling hedging program.
We remain focused on demonstrating continued financial discipline while
ensuring strong liquidity and opportunistically reducing debt. During 2017, we
improved our debt maturity schedule with a successful $1.15 billion debt issuance,
leaving only $92 million in bonds maturing prior to 2022. We also improved
our net debt to EBITDA ratio from 4.5x to 2.8x, with additional
Net Debt/ EBITDA improvement anticipated in 2018.
(1)
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4.5x

(1)
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.................................................................................................................................................................................
Footnote (1) For the Company’s reconciliation of net debt and adjusted EBITDA

’

No signiﬁcant
maturities until

2022
2022

No signiﬁcant
maturities until

to Generally Accepted

on ’
the inside’
back cover’
at the bottom of the page.
’ Accounting
’ Principles,
’ see “Non-GAAP
’
’Reconciliation”
’
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RESERVES
We continue to expand the inventory of
properties that we can develop profitably by converting our
extensive resources into proved reserves, targeting
production additions that have been demonstrated and
improving production efficiencies.

We recorded record total proved reserves of approximately 14.8 Tcfe,
including 11.1 Tcfe from the Appalachian Basin, up 181% and 393%,
respectively, compared to 2016. The significant increase in proved reserves was
driven by gas and liquids pricing improvement and substantial performance
revisions across the portfolio. Our proved reserves were comprised of
75% natural gas and 25% liquids compared to 93% natural gas and 7% liquids in
2016, driven by a significant increase in Southwest Appalachia proved reserves.
The pre-tax PV-10 value of our reserves increased by 247% to $5.8 billion,
including $3.8 billion from the Appalachian Basin. The increase was a result of
margin improvements and greater well performance, in addition to higher realized prices
in 2017 than 2016. Additionally, our proved undeveloped reserves increased to 46% of
total proved reserves and our reserve life index increased to 16.5 years.
Year-end Reserve Proﬁle (Tcfe)
Reserve Growth
by Commodity

75%

93%



14.8 Tcfe



5.3 Tcfe

Natural Gas

25%

181%
181%

2.3

increase over
one year




increase over
one year

 

11.1

3.7

11.1

3.7

Year-end Reserve Proﬁle (Tcfe)



3.0
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.............................................................................................................................................

2.3
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Appalachia



Liquids

247%
247%













14.8



Fayetteville
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Appalachia

7%

14.8















Fayetteville

Pre-tax PV10 ($B)

$0.4

increase over
one year




increase over
one year

 

$1.3

$3.8

$2.0

$3.8

$2.0

Pre-tax PV10 ($B)
$1.7

$5.8
$5.8

.............................................................................................................................................

$0.4

$1.3



$1.7
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Reserve Growth by Commodity
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11

APPALACHIA

Basin Growth Story

Significant value expansion continues.
We are maximizing returns with a deliberate portfolio investment
shift to the Appalachia Basin, where we have approximately 481,000
acres in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. In 2017, we had record
gross operated exit rate production from our Appalachian Basin assets
of 2.35 Bcfe per day, a 40% increase compared to December 2016 and
expect these assets to continue to deliver robust value growth in 2018.
Our Appalachia assets provide natural gas liquids exposure and are set up to
capture materially improving pricing. Based on a $2.85 gas NYMEX price and
$60.00 oil price, EBITDA is expected to grow significantly again in 2018, up
approximately 24% compared to 2017 and up over 400% compared to 2016.
With this significant growth, our Appalachia Basin assets are capable of
self-funding continued future growth.
Appalachia Production Growth (Bcfe)

37%

increase over
three years

557

(1)

127

684

Appalachia
Production
Growth (Bcfe)
480
98



37%

(1)



578

557
412

86
480

127

498


.................................................................................................................................


increaseover 

three years


Gas


412





Liquids

98

684

578

86 

498

.................................................................................................................................











Gas







Liquids

Appalachia EBITDA Growth (in Millions)

406%
406%

$835

(1)

$675



increase over
three years



$2.85 /$60

Appalachia EBITDA Growth (in Millions)
(1)

$3.11/$51

$835

$165

$675


.....................................................................................................................................................................


increaseover 

three years





$165











$2.46/$43
NYMEX

$2.85 /$60
$3.11/$51
$2.46/$43

.....................................................................................................................................................................
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Footnote

 (1) Based
 on midpoint
 of guidance

 in February
 2018.


NYMEX
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OPERATIONAL
Excellence
We apply leading technical, operational,
commercial and marketing skills to reduce costs,

improve the productivity of our wells and pursue commercial
arrangements that extract greater value from them.

We once again delivered operational excellence in each of our
operating areas throughout 2017. Across the portfolio, innovation resulted
in improved well productivity and economics from enhanced completion
techniques and increased precision drilling, further expanding the
depth of our inventory. Capital efficiency was also improved, demonstrated by
the continued reduction in PD F&D (shown below). Additional capital
efficiency enhancements are expected in 2018 as the water infrastructure
project is placed into service, saving approximately $500 thousand per well for
new wells in West Virginia. In addition to the impact from the improved capital
efficiency, returns generated are also anticipated to realize the benefits of
improving liquids pricing, contract renegotiations and additional structural,
process and organizational savings in 2018.
Our industry leading database of over 5,000 horizontal unconventional wells fuels
advanced data analytics linking rock properties with current well performance
unlocking value from our captured resources. Our on-site lab and proprietary techniques
guide our drilling and completions designs and are demonstrating the opportunity to recover
more hydrocarbons from our unconventional assets than ever before. Combining this with our
proven excellence in lateral targeting and placement is leading to dramatic improvement in
our well recoveries. Our recoveries in our liquids-rich Southwest Appalachia wells and our dry
gas Northeast Appalachia wells have improved over 30% in the last 2 years based on these
efforts. Both of these are material contributors to our outstanding reserve growth in 2017 and
we believe additional enhancements remain.
PD Finding and Development Cost

41%

$0.72



$0.75

improvement over
four years



$0.88



$1.23



..........................................................................................................................................................................

 .

 .

.

.

.
$/Mcfe

 .

.

.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
Responsibility
Our environmental efforts have yielded industry awards
and we are in our second year as a water neutral company.

While delivering improved well productivity and economics, we also
deliver on our commitments to proactively pursue environmentally responsible
practices throughout our operations, and thus assure their sustainability.
In 2017, we again achieved our goal of fresh water neutrality—i.e., for every
gallon of fresh water we use in our operations, we return at least that much to the
environment through treatment and conservation projects in the same area.
Efficient stewardship of our fresh water resources is key to accomplishing our goals.
We are driven to reduce, reuse and recycle the water used in our operations, and
we go significantly beyond industry norms by working with local communities to develop
projects that improve the quality of the natural water resources in the areas where
we operate. These projects, such as improving wetlands and repairing decades-old acid mine
drainage impacts, improve the quality of regional water resources for decades to come.
SWN is a leader in implementing technologies to reduce methane emissions in
its operations. By 2016, we already had beaten our goals for the decade as indicated in our
Corporate Responsibility Report, www.swncr.com. Our assets will continue to be produced
even in scenarios that consider the impact of climate-change regulations and practices, such as
the measures in the 2015 Paris agreements to limit the increase in global temperatures to
2° Celsius over the century due to our large base of low-cost assets, especially in Appalachia,
coupled with our industry-leading strategies to reduce methane in our operations.
Underlying our success as a Company has been, and will continue to be, a strong Health,
Safety and Environmental culture. These are critical components in our daily work
and the foundation for everything we do. We have high health, safety and environmental
standards and a long track record of performance in these areas.
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